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ABSTRACT

We ask if the ubiquity of WiFi can be leveraged to provide cheap connectivity from moving vehicles for common applications such as Web browsing and VoIP. Driven by this question, we conduct a study of connection quality available to vehicular WiFi clients based on measurements from testbeds in two different cities. We find that current WiFi handoff methods, in which clients communicate with one basestation at a time, lead to frequent disruptions in connectivity. We also find that clients can overcome many disruptions by communicating with multiple basestations simultaneously. These findings lead us to develop ViFi, a protocol that opportunistically exploits basestation diversity to minimize disruptions and support interactive applications for mobile clients. ViFi uses a decentralized and lightweight probabilistic algorithm for coordination between participating basestations. Our evaluation using a two-month long deployment and trace-driven simulations shows that its link-layer performance comes close to an ideal diversity-based protocol. Using two applications, VoIP and short TCP transfers, we show that the link layer performance improvement translates to better application performance. In our deployment, ViFi doubles the number of successful short TCP transfers and doubles the length of disruption-free VoIP sessions compared to an existing WiFi-style handoff protocol.
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General Terms
Measurement, design, performance
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our work is driven by two observations: one a growing need and another an opportunity. Many users want cheap and high-quality Internet access from moving vehicles to stay connected while traveling. Cellular networks can provide such connectivity today, but they tend to be expensive. At the same time, there is an increasingly ubiquitous deployment of inexpensive WiFi (802.11) networks, and in many cases, entire cities are being covered [38, 39].
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The BSes and vehicles have small desktops with Atheros 5213 chipset radios. The antennae are omnidirectional and are mounted on the roofs of the respective buildings and vehicles. The vehicles are equipped with a GPS unit that outputs location information once every second. All nodes were set to the same 802.11 channel for the experiments in this paper.

The radios operate in the ad hoc (IBSS) mode using a locally modified Windows driver. The modifications let us use a fixed BSSID, which prevents network partitions and reconciliation delays. They also let us log received frames along with PHY layer information (e.g., RSSI) without place the radio in monitor mode.

2.2 DieselNet

The DieselNet testbed is in Amherst, a college town in Massachusetts. DieselNet consists of vehicles equipped with a computer, an 802.11 radio, and a GPS unit. To enable trace-driven studies, we set one vehicle to log all beacons heard from nearby BSes. Later sections describe how this information is used for analysis.

In this paper, we use traces from Channels 1 and 6. Each channel was profiled for 3 days in December 2007, during which the vehicle logged more than 100,000 beacons. The profiling channel was fixed so that beacons are not lost while scanning. We limit our analysis to BSes in the core of the town and to BSes that are visible on all three days. There are 10 such BSes on Channel 1 and 14 on Channel 6. About half of the BSes on each channel belong to the town’s mesh network and the rest belong to nearby shops. Our traces are available at traces.cs.umass.edu.

3. A CASE FOR DIVERSITY

This section presents a case for using BS diversity to support vehicular WiFi clients, based on measurements from our testbeds. Client performance in this environment depends on the handoff strategy. We show that handoff strategies that use one BS at a time, as is common today, cause disruptions in connectivity that make supporting interactive applications challenging. We also show that using multiple BSes can mask these disruptions and improve application performance. These results set up our proposal for a new diversity-based handoff protocol, ViFi, which we present in the next section. To our knowledge, ours is the first study that evaluates various handoff strategies in vehicular environments.

3.1 Methodology

There are many possible handoff strategies; for a comprehensive evaluation, we study six different policies. Four of these are practical and are based on existing literature; the other two are idealized methods and lend insight into the inherent limitations of the practical policies. Our goal is to first understand the fundamental differences among the policies, so we ignore the time taken to switch between BSes and the time to scan for BSes. Research shows that careful design can tackle these issues effectively [31, 6, 20, 2].

We analyze the performance of these handoff policies using a trace-driven evaluation on VanLAN. During the evaluation, each BS and vehicle broadcasts a 500-byte packet at 1 Mbps every 100 ms. We verified that self-interference of this traffic is minimal by comparing its packet reception ratio with the case where only one node sends at a time. Even though unicast packets, followed by acknowledgments, are more common today, broadcast packets suffice to probe the underlying connectivity and let us measure connectivity from a sender to all receivers simultaneously [1]. Nodes log all correctly decoded packets and beacons. Our results are based on analysis of traces collected over a two-week period.

We evaluate a handoff policy using these traces as follows. The policy determines which BS a client associates with at a given time.

Figure 1: The layout of BSes in VanLAN.
The client can communicate with only the associated BS when using a hard handoff policy. We assume that clients have a workload that mirrors our trace traffic; i.e., they wish to send and receive packets every 100 ms. The traces of broadcast packets and the current association determine which packets are successfully received.

We use two measures to provide insight into the performance of different kinds of applications: (i) aggregate performance; (ii) periods of uninterrupted connectivity. An aggregate performance measure considers the total number of packets delivered and the total time or distance over which the vehicle is connected. These are relevant to delay or disruption-tolerant applications that care most about total throughput, e.g., synchronizing mail folders in the background. The period of uninterrupted connectivity measures contiguous time intervals when the performance of an application is above a threshold, for some definition of performance and threshold. Measuring periods of uninterrupted connectivity will, for example, tell us the length of time a VoIP caller can talk before the call quality drops. Applications such as instant messaging lie between these extremes; interpolating our results can provide insight into their performance.

The six handoff policies that we study are the following.

1. **RSSI**, where the client associates to BSes with higher signal strength, measured as the exponential average of the RSSIs of received beacons. This policy is similar to what many clients, including the NICs in our testbed, use currently in infrastructure WiFi networks.

2. **BRR**, where the client associates to the BS with the highest exponentially averaged beacon reception ratio. This policy is inspired by wireless routing protocols that are based on the reception ratio of probes [12].

   We use an exponential averaging factor of half for both methods above and find the results robust to the exact choice.

3. **Sticky**, where the client does not dissociate from the current BS until connectivity is absent for a pre-defined time period, set to three seconds in our evaluation. Once dissociated, the client picks the BS with the highest signal strength. This policy was used in the CarTel study [8].

4. **History**, where the client associates to the BS that has historically provided the best average performance at that location. Performance is measured as the sum of reception ratios in the two directions, and the average is computed across traversals of the location in the previous day. MobiSteer shows the value of history in vehicular environments [28].

5. **BestBS**, where at the beginning of each one-second period, the client associates to the BS that provides the best performance in the future one second. Performance is measured as the sum of reception ratios in the two directions. This method is not practical because clients cannot reliably predict future performance.

In cellular terminology, all of the policies above use hard handoff because the client associates with only one BS at a time. Using future knowledge, BestBS represents an upper bound on the performance of hard handoff methods. Comparing it with macrodiversity methods (below) reveals the inherent limitations of hard handoff.

6. **AllBSes**, where the client opportunistically uses all BSes in the vicinity. A transmission by the client is considered successful if at least one BS receives the packet. In the downstream direction, if the client hears a packet from at least one BS in an 100-ms interval, the packet is considered as delivered.

AllBSes is an ideal method that represents an upper bound on the performance of any handoff protocol. It exploits path diversity between the client and the set of nearby BSes. Because of differences in CDMA and CSMA, it is not identical to, but is inspired by, macrodiversity methods in cellular networks [37]. Path diversity is known to improve performance in WiFi mesh and indoor infrastructure networks as well [5, 25]. We study if such benefits materialize in vehicular WiFi settings.

### 3.2 Aggregate Performance Results

Figure 2 shows the packets delivered by the six handoff policies. To study the impact of BS-density, the independent variable in the graph is the number of BSes in the system. There are eleven BSes in VanLAN, and each point in the figure represents the average of ten trials using randomly selected subset of BSes of a given size.

The graph shows that more packets are delivered as the density of BSes increases but the relative performance of various methods is similar. AllBSes performs best, followed by BestBS, and then by History, RSSI, and BRR: the performance of Sticky is the worst. Ignoring Sticky, all methods are within 25% of AllBSes. This result suggests that for non-interactive applications, the choice of the exact method is not critical — however, results below demonstrate that interactive applications manifest great differences among the policies. Because of space limitations, we omit similar results for other aggregate performance metrics, such as the total time or distance for which the methods provide some minimal connectivity.

**History**, **RSSI** and **BRR** perform similarly for all measures that we study. The competitive performance of **History** confirms recent results [28] about the feasibility of using past experience to predict future performance. For visual clarity, we present results for only BRR as representative of all three in the remainder of this paper.

### 3.3 Uninterrupted Connectivity Results

To compare the ability of different handoff methods in providing uninterrupted connectivity, we start with a qualitative example. Figure 3 shows the behavior of BRR, BestBS, and AllBSes during one example trip of the vehicle. In this example, we define adequate connectivity to mean at least 50% of the packets are received in a one-second interval. Consistent with our aggregate performance measurement, each method provides adequate connectivity for roughly the same total path length. However, BRR contains several regions of inadequate connectivity. BestBS has fewer interruptions because it uses the optimal BS. AllBSes performs best as it uses multiple BSes to further reduce the number of interruptions.

Frequent interruptions in BRR can be explained through a detailed analysis of the connectivity between a vehicular WiFi client and a BS. Contrary to earlier studies of controlled environments [29, 17], we find that in realistic environments this connectivity is of-
Figure 3: (a)-(c): The behavior of three handoff methods for an example path segment in VanLAN. Black lines represent regions of adequate connectivity, i.e., more than 50% reception ratio in a one-second interval. Dark circles represent interruptions in connectivity. (d): The CDF of the time the client spends in a session of a given length.

Figure 4: The median session length in VanLAN as a function of the time interval (a) and the minimum reception ratio (b) used to define adequate connectivity. The left graph has logarithmic x-axis. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 5: The CDF of the number of BSes from which a vehicle hears beacons in a 1-second period.

3.4 Why is using multiple BSes effective?

We now explain why AllBSes is significantly more effective than using only one BS even when that BS is judiciously chosen. We show that its effectiveness stems from two factors: (i) the vehicle is often in range of multiple BSes; (ii) packet losses are bursty and roughly independent across senders and receivers. In the next section, we leverage these findings in the design of ViFi.

3.4.1 Extent of diversity

To exploit BS diversity, a vehicle must be in range of multiple BSes on the same channel. As shown in Figure 5, this is true not only in VanLAN, which we have deployed, but also in DieselNet. The graphs plot the CDF of the number of BSes from which the vehicles hear beacons in one-second intervals. Our results are consistent with measurements in other cities [8]. While future deployments may be engineered for diversity (§6), we find sufficient diversity even in existing deployments.

In separate experiments (not shown here), to understand the extent of diversity actually needed, we find that using as few as two BSes brings most of the gain and there is no additional benefit to using more than three. A similar observation holds for cellular networks [37].
This independence of losses at receivers has been shown previously in VANLAN given that packet $i$ was lost. In other words, the fact that a packet from the vehicle is lost at, for instance, the closest BS, has little bearing on whether it is lost at another BS. This independence of losses at receivers has been shown previously for outdoor WiFi meshes [5]. We find that it holds in our setting as well but omit detailed results.

Diversity is effective in the downstream direction because it can tackle bursty losses better than single-BS systems [25]. Figure 6(a) shows evidence that losses are bursty in the vehicular setting. The figure plots the probability of losing the packet $(i+k)$ from a BS to vehicle in VANLAN given that packet $i$ was lost. In this experiment, a single BS sends packets every 10 ms; we pick a different sending BS for each trip by the vehicle. The probability of losing a packet immediately after a loss is much higher than the overall loss probability. Thus, even when a vehicle is associated to a BS with a low average loss rate, it can lose many packets in a small time period, hurting interactive applications.

Figure 6(a) shows that diversity helps overcome burst losses because when the vehicle is in a burst-loss phase with one BS a second BS can deliver packets to it. That is, most burst losses are path dependent (e.g., due to multipath fading) rather than receiver dependent. Figure 6(b) shows evidence that this holds for the vehicular environment and quantifies the effect for one pair of chosen BSes in VANLAN. Each BS sends a packet every 20 ms. $P(A)$ and $P(B)$ are the unconditional downstream packet reception probabilities from BSes $A$ and $B$. $P(A_{i+1}|\neg A_i)$ is the conditional reception probability of receiving $(i+1)$-th packet from $A$ given that the $i$-th packet from $A$ was lost. Other probabilities can be similarly interpreted. We see that after a loss from a BS, the reception probability of the next packet from it is very low. But the second BS’s probability of delivering the next packet is only slightly lower than its unconditional loss probability.

### 4. ViFi DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present ViFi, a protocol designed to minimize disruptions in connectivity between moving vehicles and a network of BSes. We focus on improving the underlying link-layer connectivity. In some environments, providing continuous connectivity to applications may also require higher-layer techniques, for instance, to handle IP address changes; for these, we rely on existing solutions [35, 30].

### 4.1 Target environment

The design of ViFi assumes that its operating environment has the following characteristics.

- **Diversity:** A packet sent by a moving vehicle can often be heard by multiple BSes, and multiple BSes can often deliver packets to a moving vehicle. This assumption is fundamental for leveraging BS diversity. It is not necessary that the reception rate between the vehicle and each BS be high.
- **Bandwidth-limited inter-BS communication:** The BSes can communicate with each other. However, in WiFi deployments today, inter-BS communication tends to be based on relatively thin broadband links or a multi-hop wireless mesh. Accordingly, we assume that inter-BS communication is bandwidth constrained.

We also assume that some of the nearby BSes can overhear each other over the vehicle-BS channel. This assumption is not strictly necessary. For example, the functionality can be fulfilled using the inter-BS backbone.

### 4.2 Goals and approach

Motivated by the effectiveness of AllBSes, which itself is impractical, we seek to develop a protocol that leverages BS diversity to reduce disruptions. The key challenge is in coordinating among the BSes such that the coordination scheme: (i) imposes minimal additional load on the inter-BS and vehicle-BS communication media; (ii) does not increase per packet latency, as that hurts interactive applications; (iii) can handle rapidly changing sets of BSes.

Other works that leverage diversity in WiFi networks either assume a high-speed inter-BS backbone [26, 25] or batch packets to amortize overhead [5, 9]. In our setting, however, high-capacity backbone is often not available. We also cannot use batching because that increases latency for packets.

Our approach is to leverage opportunistic receptions by nearby BSes, followed by probabilistic relaying. Opportunistic receptions provide a low-overhead but unreliable means for disseminating information. With probabilistic relaying, each BS relays based on an independently computed relaying probability, which avoids the need for explicit coordination messages between BSes. The resulting protocol is lightweight and decentralized.

Another aspect of ViFi that differs from traditional WiFi handoff is salvaging, in which BSes attempt to save packets that are stranded at old BSes when the vehicle moves away.

### 4.3 Protocol overview

In ViFi, the vehicle designates one of the nearby BSes as the anchor. The anchor can be selected using any of the association methods that clients use today to pick a BS. Our implementation uses BRR. The anchor is responsible for the vehicle’s connection to the Internet—packets from the vehicle are forwarded through the anchor and packets from the Internet destined for the vehicle first arrive at the anchor. A client acquires its IP address from the anchor BS, if needed.

The vehicle designates other nearby BSes as auxiliary. We currently pick all BSes that the vehicle hears as auxiliaries. In certain environments, such as those that are highly dense, the list of auxiliaries may need to be more carefully selected.

The vehicle embeds the identity of the current anchor and auxiliary BSes in the beacons that it broadcasts periodically. Beacons enable all nearby BSes to learn the current anchor and the set of auxiliary BSes. Thus, changes to the identity of the anchor or the set of auxiliary BSes are communicated to the BSes by the vehicle.
at the beaoning frequency. The vehicle also embeds the identity of the previous anchor for salvaging (§4.5).

The operation of ViFi is symmetric in both directions and is described below in terms of the source, src, and destination, dst, of the transfer. In the upstream direction, the source is the destination and the role is reversed in the downstream direction.

1. src transmits the packet \( P \).
2. If dst receives \( P \), it broadcasts an ACK.
3. If an auxiliary overhears \( P \), but within a small window has not heard an ACK, it probabilistically relays \( P \).
4. If dst receives relayed \( P \) and has not already sent an ACK, it broadcasts an ACK.
5. If src does not receive an ACK within a retransmission interval, it retransmits \( P \).

Upstream packets are relayed on the inter-BS backplane and downstream packets on the vehicle-BS channel. A packet is considered for relaying only once, and packets overheard from other auxiliary BSes are not relayed. In Step 3, the overheared ACK that supersedes relaying by an auxiliary BS could be in response to either the source’s transmission or a relayed transmission by another auxiliary BS.

It is instructive to understand why relaying by an auxiliary BS is better than a retransmission by the source itself. The first reason is that losses are bursty—if the original was lost, there is a high chance that an immediate retransmission will be lost as well. After a loss, other nodes are better positioned to deliver the packet to the destination (§3.4.2). An additional reason in the upstream direction is that relaying uses the inter-BS communication plane, which in many cases will be more reliable than the vehicle-BS channel.

### 4.4 Computing relaying probability

The key challenge in computing relaying probability for auxiliary BSes is to balance the trade-off between too few and too many relayed transmissions. With the former, the performance will degrade to that of no diversity; the latter will lead to excessive load on the vehicle-BS and inter-BS communication mediums.

The relay probability computation in ViFi is based on the following guidelines.

G1: Account for relaying decisions made by other potentially relaying auxiliaries.

G2: Prefer auxiliaries with better connectivity to the destination.

G3: Limit the expected number of relayed transmissions.

The first two guidelines are easily motivated, but the third one is not immediately obvious. Should the number of relayed transmissions be low or be such that at least one of them reaches the destination? We use the former in ViFi, but we also considered a formulation based on the latter. We outline this formulation in §5.5.1, and show that it leads to too many relayed transmissions. Similarly, we study formulations that do not adhere to the other two guidelines and show that they do not perform well either.

Let \( B_1, \ldots, B_K \) be the current set of auxiliary BSes. Let node \( s \) be the source of a packet and node \( d \) be its destination, where a node is a vehicle or anchor BS depending on the packet’s direction. Let \( p_{sb} \) represent the probability that \( b \) correctly receives a transmission from \( a \), for \( a, b \in \{ \text{src}, d, B_1, \ldots, B_K \} \). ViFi estimates and disseminates the \( p_{sb} \) using periodic beacons (§4.6).

When some auxiliary \( B_i \) overhears a packet but not an acknowledgment, it must use a locally computed probability to decide whether to relay. The overall strategy is to compute relaying probabilities so that the expected number of packets relayed across all auxiliary BSes is equal to 1. Within this constraint, auxiliary BSes that are better connected to the destination are preferred.

We reflect the constraint on the expected number of packets relayed using

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{K} c_i r_i = 1 \tag{1}
\]

Here \( c_i \) is the probability that auxiliary \( B_i \) is contending on this packet, that is, that \( B_i \) has heard the packet but not an acknowledgment, and \( r_i \) is \( B_i \)'s relay probability. Strictly speaking, however, \( r_i \) is the number of times \( B_i \) should relay the packet. Except in pathological cases, \( r_i \) evaluates to less than one. We do not allow an auxiliary BS to relay a packet more than once.

We compute the \( c_i \) using an approach described below. We then pick \( r_i \) satisfying Eq. 1 in a way that favors auxiliaries that are better connected to the destination node \( d \). Specifically, we choose \( r_i \) such that

\[
\frac{r_i}{r_j} = \frac{p_{Bi} d}{p_{Bj} d} \tag{2}
\]

implying that \( r_i = r \cdot p_{Bi} d \) for some \( r \). Each contending auxiliary \( B_i \) solves Eq. 1 uniquely for \( r \), and then relays the packet with probability \( \min(r \cdot p_{Bi} d, 1) \).

A contending relay \( B_i \) computes \( c_i \) for each \( B_i \), including itself, as the unconditional probability:

\[
c_i = p_{sb} (1 - p_{sd} p_{ABi}) \tag{3}
\]

Here the first term, \( p_{sb} \), is the probability that \( B_i \) receives the original packet, the second is the probability that \( B_i \) does not hear an acknowledgment. We have assumed that the two are independent.

The probability computation method described above is but one of the possibly many that adhere to the guidelines above. We use it because it is simple and works well in our experiments. It strikes a balance between false positives, i.e., relaying packets that are already at the destination, and false negatives, i.e., no relaying for packets that are lost at the destination.

In practice, false positives are also reduced because relay attempts of auxiliary BSes are not synchronized. Each auxiliary BS has a timer that fires periodically. When that happens, the auxiliary BS uses the equations above to decide whether it needs to relay any unacknowledged packet. In some cases, an acknowledgment arrives at the auxiliary BS even before its timer fires. Such an event prevents the BS from relaying unnecessarily, even if the equations indicate that the packet should be relayed.

The combination of ViFi’s relaying probability computation method, asynchronous relaying timers, and suppression based on overheard acknowledgments means that we do not need to explicitly, temporally order the relaying BSes based on their proximity to the destination; such ordering has been used in the past in both wired and wireless settings [5, 15].

### 4.5 Salvaging

Sometimes a vehicle moves out of range before the anchor BS can deliver packets from the Internet. Application performance, especially that of TCP, can suffer if such groups of back-to-back packets are lost frequently.

To avoid this problem in ViFi, newly designated anchors salvage packets by contacting the previous anchor over the backplane. The new anchor learns the identity of the previous anchor from the beacons. Upon contact, the old anchor transfers any unacknowledged packets that were received from the Internet within a certain time threshold. We set the threshold to one second in our experiments, based on the minimum TCP retransmission timeout. The
new anchor treats these packets as if they arrived directly from the Internet. Our salvaging mechanism is inspired by DTN routing and DSR [21], but it is based on pulling data rather than pushing.

4.6 Estimating packet reception probabilities using beacons

As WiFi BSes do today, ViFi nodes send periodic beacons. The beacons are used to disseminate information about the packet reception probabilities needed by auxiliary BSes, which include those between the other auxiliary BSes and the anchor and between the other auxiliary BSes and the vehicle.

A ViFi node estimates the reception probability from another node to itself using the number of beacons received in a given time interval divided by the number that must have been sent. Incoming reception probabilities are maintained as exponential averages \((\alpha=0.5)\) over per-second beacon reception ratio. In their beacons, nodes embed the current incoming reception probability from all nodes that they heard from in the last interval. They also embed the packet reception probability from them to other nodes, which they learn from the beacons of those other nodes. This embedded information suffices for an auxiliary BS to learn all the packet reception probabilities that it needs.

4.7 Retransmission timers

In the current 802.11 standard, acknowledgments are sent immediately after packet transmission, so the source knows when to retransmit an unacknowledged packet. But acknowledgments in ViFi may be delayed if they are generated in response to a relayed packet. The delay depends on the time for relayed packets to reach the destination, and thus retransmission timers must be set based on current network conditions.

The ViFi source sets the retransmit timer adaptively based on the observed delays in receiving acknowledgments. The source keeps track of the delays in receiving acknowledgments for its transmissions. Each packet carries a unique identifier so that acknowledgments are not confused with an earlier transmission. The source then picks as the minimum retransmission time the 99th percentile of measured delays. Picking this high percentile means that sources err towards waiting longer when conditions change rather than retransmitting spuriously.

Transmission opportunities can arise for the source before the retransmission time for the earliest packet in the queue elapses. In such an event, instead of leaving the medium idle, the source sends the earliest queued packet that is ready for transmission. This can cause some amount of reordering when a later packet reaches the destination first. In our experiments, we find that the amount of reordering is small and does not hurt TCP performance. Hence, our current implementation does not attempt to order packets. If need be, it is straightforward to order packets using a sequencing buffer at anchor BSes and vehicles.

4.8 System Implementation

We have implemented ViFi on the Windows operating system. Almost all of our implementation sits in user space. A special in-kernel network driver receives outgoing packets from the OS and hands it to our process. This process then sends it back down to the wireless interface after adding appropriate headers. Upon receiving incoming packets from the wireless interface, this process strips the headers and hands the packet to the special driver which then passes it on to the OS. We embed our own sequence numbers as identifiers in transmitted packets, though it should be possible to use 802.11 sequence numbers with a tighter integration with the device driver.

Our current implementation uses broadcast transmissions at the MAC layer because this lets us disable the automatic retransmission behavior of the NIC. Instead, a ViFi node retransmits unacknowledged packets as described in §4.3. The ViFi node also sends acknowledgments for received packets, since broadcast transmissions in 802.11 are not acknowledged. However, broadcast transmissions disable exponential backoff in response to losses which is intended to reduce collisions. Given that many losses in the vehicular environment will not be due to collisions but due to poor radio links, it is unclear if the standard 802.11 exponential backoff behavior is appropriate. To reduce collisions, our implementation relies on carrier sense. The implementation also ensures that there is no more than one packet pending at the interface, to prevent a node from sending multiple back-to-back broadcast packets.

As an optimization, ViFi packets carry a 1-byte bitmap that signals which of the last eight packets before the current packet were not received by the sender. This helps save some spurious retransmissions of data packets that are otherwise made due to loss of acknowledgment packets.

Our implementation of ViFi has been deployed on VanLAN, where it ran successfully for more than two months.

5. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of ViFi according to several criteria. We show the following:

- The link-layer performance of ViFi is close to ideal (§5.2).
- ViFi improves application performance two-fold compared to current handoff methods (§5.3).
- It does that without placing little additional load on the vehicle-BS wireless medium (§5.4).
- Its coordination mechanism has low false positive and false negative rates (§5.5).

In addition to the experiments presented in this paper, we have conducted a broader study of the performance of ViFi across a range of environmental factors. These factors include the density of BSes and the speed of the vehicle, which we could not control for either of our testbeds. Our results, which are presented in a separate technical report [3], show that ViFi performs well across these factors.

5.1 Methodology

Our evaluations use the deployment of ViFi on VanLAN and a trace-driven simulation based on measurements from DieselNet. The first approach provides results in the context of complete real-world complexities. The second approach allows us to verify that the results are not due to characteristics specific to our deployment on VanLAN. Below, results that are marked with VanLAN, are deployment-based and those marked with DieselNet, are based on trace-driven simulations.

The trace-driven simulations are based on beacons logged by the buses in DieselNet. The beacon loss ratio from a BS to the vehicle in each one-second interval is used as the packet loss rate from that BS to the vehicle and from the vehicle to the BS. This assumption ignores any asymmetry or finer-timescale behavior of packet loss. For inter-BS loss rates, we assume that BS pairs that are never simultaneously within the range of a bus cannot reach one another. For other pairs, we assign loss ratios between 0 and 1 uniformly at random. Our results are based on multiple trials and random seeds.

We use a QualNet-based implementation of ViFi to analyze performance. The loss rates are instantiated in the QualNet simulator by mapping them to the corresponding path loss values. This method allows us to program loss rates found in a real vehicular environment and therefore includes losses due to mobility and multipath fading, while still losing packets to events such as collisions.
We validate our trace-driven simulation method by collecting the same measurements from VanLAN and comparing its results to the deployment, i.e., we configure the loss rate for each one-second interval to be the beacon loss ratio between the vehicle and the BS in that one second. Because we have inter-BS beacon loss ratios in VanLAN, unlike DieselNet, we configure the inter-BS loss rates also as the inter-BS beacon loss ratio at each one-second interval. We find that the simulation results match the deployment results. For instance, the VoIP session lengths in the simulations are within five seconds of the session lengths observed for the deployed prototype. We omit details of this validation from this paper but include them in a technical report [3].

We compare the performance of ViFi against BRR, the practical, hard handoff protocol that we studied previously. To ensure a fair comparison, we implement BRR within the same framework as ViFi but with the auxiliary BS functionality switched off. Like ViFi, BRR uses broadcast transmissions without exponential backoff restrictions and uses bitmap acknowledgments. We omit experiments that show that BRR performs worse with unicast transmissions. The poor performance is because of backoffs in response to losses. In VoIP experiments, for instance, the length of disruption-free calls were 25% shorter.

Our experiments are based on a fixed 802.11b transmission rate of 1 Mbps to maximize range. Rate adaptation in vehicular networks is an open problem as current algorithms assume an environment that is less dynamic [19, 14].

Unless otherwise specified, results for VanLAN are based on at least three days of data for each protocol and workload configuration. Details for the data we use for the DieselNet simulations are provided in §2.2. All error bars in the graphs below represent 95% confidence intervals.

5.2 Link-layer performance

We start by evaluating the basic link-layer connectivity provided by ViFi. This analysis is based on the VanLAN deployment and uses a methodology similar to §3.

Figure 7 quantifies the performance of ViFi in comparison to the BRR, BestBS, and AllBSes handoff policies. In this experiment, the van and a remote computer attached to the wired network send a 500-byte packet to each other every 100 ms. Since we focus on basic link-layer quality provided by each protocol, link-layer retransmissions are disabled. The figure plots the median uninterrupted session length for various definitions of interruptions, as in Figure 4. The performance of ViFi is even better than BestBS and closely approximates AllBSes. It is notable that our simple and practical opportunistic protocol is able to beat the performance of the ideal single-BS protocol and approximate the ideal multi-BS protocol. In §5.4, we show that this high performance does not come at the cost of efficiency.

Figure 8 illustrates the behavior of BRR and ViFi, in a format similar to Figure 3. These are average case examples for the performance of these two protocols; individual runs differ. The paths are similar but not identical as they represent different days. We see that with BRR the path has several interruptions. ViFi performs significantly better, with only one interruption.

5.3 Application performance

Our experiments also show that the resilient link-layer connectivity of ViFi translates into better performance for interactive applications. In particular, we evaluate short TCP transfers, which are motivated by typical Web workloads, and Voice over IP. In these experiments, unacknowledged packets are retransmitted by the source at most three times. We find that higher limits yield similar or slightly worse results.

5.3.1 Performance of TCP transfers

Our TCP experiments evaluate two performance measures: (i) the time to complete a transfer; (ii) the number of completed transfers in a session, where a session is a period of time in which no transfer attempt was terminated due to a lack of progress. The vehicle repeatedly fetches a 10 KB file from a machine connected to the wired network and the machine does the same in the other direction. Transfers that make no progress for ten seconds are terminated and started afresh; we impose this limit because some transfers either hang or take a very long to complete due to packet losses at inopportune times in the TCP exchange.
Mean Opinion Score (MoS), which ranges from 1–5, with labels of otherwise. R-factor is sum of four terms for individual transfers. For simplicity, we set A devices. For TCP, a link-layer delay of 177 ms because the impairment due to delay increases significantly beyond that means that packets that take more than 52 ms in the wireless part should be considered lost. We measure one-way delays by applying piecwise linear regression [27] to remove clock skew and assuming that the minimum one-way delay is identical in the two directions.

We quantify the VoIP performance using the median length of time between interruptions. We deem an interruption to have occurred when the MoS value drops below 2 for a three-second period. Three seconds is roughly the time it takes to enunciate a short English sentence and a MoS value lower than 2 represents a severe disruption in call quality. We are not aware of an existing method to evaluate voice calls when packet delay and loss varies with time, and this definition seemed reasonable to us. We also studied different MoS thresholds and time periods within this framework. Results for those that fit the qualitative behavior of Figure 7: the relative advantage of ViFi over BRR increases as the definition of an interruption becomes more stringent.

Figure 11 shows the results for our deployment on VanLAN and DieselNet. Because our results indicate that salvaging brings little benefit for VoIP, we do not isolate diversity and salvaging components of ViFi in the figure. The results show that the average session lengths are much longer with ViFi: the gain is over 100% in VanLAN, over 50% in Channel 1 of DieselNet, and over 65% in Channel 6 of DieselNet. We find that the overall call quality with ViFi is better as well. In VanLAN, the average of three-second MoS scores is 3.4 with ViFi and 3.0 with BRR. Thus, our results show that users of ViFi experience better call quality and significantly fewer disruptions in their voice calls.

5.4 Efficiency of medium usage

The higher application performance of ViFi does not stem from it using the medium more aggressively; in fact, its overall efficiency is comparable to that of BRR. We measure efficiency as the number of application packets delivered per transmission, in the channel between the vehicle and the BSes.

We compare ViFi with PerfectRelay and BRR. In the PerfectRelay protocol, exactly one basestation relays only if the intended destination did not hear the packet. We estimate its efficiency using packet-level logs of ViFi. In the upstream direction, a packet is considered delivered by PerfectRelay if at least one BS hears it. In the downstream direction, a complication is that even if a BS relays the packet, the vehicle may not hear it. We get around this by: (i) assuming that the outcome of the relaying will be identical to that of ViFi if at least one of the BSes relayed the packet; and (ii) the relaying is successful if no BS relayed it in ViFi.
Figure 12 shows the results for the TCP experiments in VanLAN (§5.3.1). For upstream, we see that the efficiency of ViFi is better than BRR and nearly as high as PerfectRelay. For downstream, all three protocols have similar efficiency. BRR has slightly better efficiency because in ViFi the BS chosen to relay a packet may be distant. Considering both directions together, we find that ViFi is slightly more efficient.

5.5 Effectiveness of coordination

In this section, we present detailed statistics on the behavior of ViFi to provide insight into the effectiveness of its coordination mechanism. Table 1 shows data from the TCP experiments in VanLAN. Row B2 shows that ViFi has few false positives, that is, relayed packets that are already present at the destination divided by the number of successful source transmissions. Comparison with the average number of auxiliary BSes that receive the source transmission (Row A2), we can infer that the coordination mechanism of ViFi is effective at curtailing unnecessary relaying. Without that, the false positive rate would have been 170% and 360%. Row A3 reveals that overhearing acknowledgments sent in response to either the source or a relayed transmission is not sufficient to curtail false positives; probabilistic relaying is needed as well. If auxiliary BSes deterministically relayed whenever they hear source transmission but not an acknowledgment, the false positive rate would have been 60% and 250%.

Row C2 confirms that auxiliary BSes are often in a position to relay packets that do not reach the source. Row C3 shows that in such cases, the false negative rate is low. We define false negative rate as the number of times no auxiliary relays a failed transmission divided by the number of failed source transmissions. Combining the two rows, we can infer that roughly 65% of the lost source transmissions are relayed in each direction.

5.5.1 Comparison with other formulations

We compare ViFi’s coordination mechanism with three other formulations. Each formulation violates one of the three guidelines outlined in §4.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A1</th>
<th>Median number of auxiliary BSes</th>
<th>Upstream</th>
<th>Downstream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Average number of auxiliary BSes that hear a source transmission</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Average number of auxiliary BSes that hear a source transmission but not the acknowledgment</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Source transmissions that reach the destination</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Relayed transmissions corresponding to successful source transmissions (i.e., false positives)</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>Average number of auxiliary BSes that relay when a false positive relay occurs</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Source transmissions that do not reach the destination</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Cases where at least one auxiliary BS overhears a failed source transmission</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Cases where zero auxiliary BSes relay a failed source transmission (i.e., false negatives)</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Relayed packets that reach the destination</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Detailed statistics on the behavior of ViFi in VanLAN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BRR</th>
<th>ViFi</th>
<th>PerfectRelay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Efficiency of medium usage in VanLAN.

Table 2: Comparison of different downstream coordination mechanisms for DieselNet Ch. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G1</th>
<th>G2</th>
<th>G3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>False positives</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False negatives</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

−G1: Auxiliary BSes ignore the presence of other potential auxiliary BSes. Each relays with a probability equal to its delivery ratio to the destination.

−G2: Auxiliary BSes ignore loss rate to the destination. Each relays with a probability equal to \( \frac{1}{\sum r_i} \), where \( c_i \) is that the auxiliary BS \( i \) is contending (Eq. 3). Within this constraint, the objective is to minimize the number of relays. This formulation is an optimization problem: \( \min \sum r_i \cdot c_i \) subject to \( \sum r_i \cdot p_{B_i} d \cdot c_i \geq 1 \).

An optimal solution to this optimization problem, is \( r_i = 0 \) if \( s_i > 1 \); \( r_i = 1 \) if \( s_i + p_{B_i} d \cdot c_i < 1 \); and \( r_i = \frac{1-s_i}{p_{B_i} d \cdot c_i} \) otherwise; where \( s_i = \sum \theta_i p_{B_i} d \geq p_{B_i} d \cdot c_i \). In simpler terms, this solution first picks the auxiliary \( BS_d \) with the highest \( p_{B_i} d \) and sets \( r_y = 1 \). It stops if that satisfies the constraint above. Otherwise, it picks \( BS_y \) with the next highest \( p_{B_i} d \). If the constraint is satisfied by \( r_y = 1 \), then \( y \) relays with a probability \( \frac{1-p_{B_i} d \cdot c_y}{p_{B_i} d} \). Otherwise, \( r_y \) is set to 1, and the BS with the third highest \( p_{B_i} d \) is picked, and so on.

We find that compared to these other schemes ViFi strikes a good balance between false positives and false negatives. Table 2 shows the results for simulations over DieselNet’s Channel 1 environment. We see that while the false negatives for all schemes are roughly similar, ViFi has substantially lower false positives. Further, we observe in our experiments that the number of packets saved by −G2 is a lot lower than ViFi and that the false positive rate of −G1 increases rapidly with the number of auxiliary BSes. As shown in our technical report, application performance for all three schemes is worse than that for ViFi [3].

5.5.2 Limitations

Finally, we tested the relaying mechanism of ViFi in a range of simulated conditions to understand where it might perform poorly. We find two such conditions. First, when the number of auxiliary BSes is high (e.g., greater than 15). Second, all auxiliary BSes are equi-distant from both the source and the destination. In both conditions, while the average number of relays per packet is one
(Eq. 1), the variance in the number of relays per packet increases, resulting in higher false positives and negatives. Neither of these situations arise in our tested environments. To make ViFi robust in environments where they might, it can be extended such that the number of auxiliary BSes is limited or the symmetry between them is broken. These extensions are subject of future work.

6. DEPLOYMENT ASPECTS OF ViFi

In this section, we comment briefly on the deployment related aspects of ViFi. ViFi requires changes to BSes and clients that may create an initial barrier to adoption but we believe that these barriers are surmountable. In the case of city-wide mesh networks [38, 39] operated by a single administrative entity, operators can unilaterally choose to deploy ViFi. In the case of organic deployments in individual residences and offices, service models pioneered by Fon [16], where a service provider supplies BSes for shared access, can pave an effective deployment path.

A different issue is whether WiFi deployments would be broad enough to enable more than a few city blocks of contiguous coverage; the lack of coverage between WiFi islands can render interactive applications unusable. However, a mix of ViFi and cellular modes can be used to maintain connectivity in such areas. Client devices can use ViFi — the cheaper option — where available and use cellular elsewhere. Some cellular providers already let users switch between WiFi and cellular to save the more expensive cellular minutes [32].

Finally, ViFi is beneficial only if clients often hear multiple BSes on the same channel. While already true of organic deployments (Section 3.4.1; CarTel [8]), this may not hold by default for city-wide meshes if they are engineered in a cellular pattern with neighboring BSes on different channels. In this setting, BSes can be equipped with an auxiliary radio such that neighbors of a BS are tuned to the same channel as the BS. These auxiliary neighbors interfere only minimally because they do not transmit often on the BS-client channel. They transmit data on that channel only when a downstream packet is overheard but the acknowledgment is not heard. Upstream packets are not relayed on the BS-client channel.

7. RELATED WORK

Our work benefits from and builds upon a large body of work in wireless handoffs and routing. What sets it apart is its goals and the unique constraints of its target environment: enabling common interactive applications from moving vehicles using WiFi. We divide prior work into four categories and contrast our work with examples of each.

Using multiple BSes ViFi is inspired by the successful use of macrodiversity in cellular networks [37], where multiple BSes act in concert to improve client performance.\(^2\) The cellular methods, however, require tight integration with the physical layer and strict timing across BSes. These abilities need expensive BS hardware that is not suitable for commodity wireless deployments. ViFi is a macrodiversity method built on top of off-the-shelf WiFi radios.

In the WiFi context, Distributed Radio Bridges [23], Divert [25], and MRD [26] also use multiple BSes to improve client performance in enterprise WLAN deployments. The BS coordination mechanism in these systems assumes that a high-capacity LAN is available. For instance, in MRD, BSes coordinate by sending all received frames to a central controller that is responsible for forwarding only one copy to the Internet. Thus, if clients typically

reach three BSes, the required LAN capacity is at least three times the cumulative sending rate of all clients. Because a high-speed backplane is typically not available in our setting, the coordination mechanism of ViFi imposes little additional load on the backplane.

MultiNet [10], FatVAP [22], and PERM [36] enable clients to associate with more than one nearby BS, to increase throughput if the wireless capacity is greater than the capacity of wired links behind the BSes. The focus of this work is improving connectivity of the client-BS communication.

Opportunistic routing in static mesh networks Protocols such as ExOR [5] and MORE [9] share our goal and challenge in leveraging opportunistic receipt of packets with low coordination overhead. Their approach is to batch packets to amortize overhead across the batch; the authors recommend using a batch size of at least around ten. Batching, however, is unsuitable for most interactive uses. For instance, VoIP cannot afford the delay associated with waiting for ten packets. For short TCP transfers, the sender’s congestion window will frequently be smaller than the batch size. Even for bigger transfers, batching may interact poorly with TCP’s rate control, as mentioned by the authors of ExOR. ViFi, in contrast, uses a novel probabilistic coordination mechanism that operates on individual packets. In the future, we plan to study its performance in static mesh scenarios as well.

Network access from moving vehicles Early works on WiFi performance for vehicular access are based on controlled settings, with near line-of-sight connectivity and little interference [29, 17]. They find a relatively benign environment. Our study of more realistic settings, with WiFi and non-WiFi interferers and obstacles such as trees and buildings, reveals a challenging radio environment with frequent disruptions.

Several works consider the problem of transferring data using TCP through individual BSes as the vehicle drives by them, without maintaining connections across BSes [8, 19, 14, 18]. They find that performance in this setting is severely hindered by handoffs at several layers, such as DHCP and aggressive TCP backoffs due to losses, and propose methods to lower these overheads. We investigate the possibility of continuous connectivity across BSes. We find that even if some of the overheads they observe (e.g., DHCP) are removed completely, the basic link layer connectivity remains problematic, especially for interactive applications. An interesting avenue for future work is to investigate the extent to which some of the methods proposed by these works (e.g., aggressive TCP backoffs) are needed when the underlying link-layer connectivity is improved using ViFi.

MobiSteer shows that equipping vehicles with directional antennae can significantly improve performance [28]. Our work is based on omnidirectional antennae because, given the high cost and large form factor of directional antennae, typical clients (e.g., laptops, PDAs) are likely to have omnidirectional antennae. Further, while directional antennae extend reach, they do not prevent connectivity disruptions which we show can occur even close to BSes. ViFi can complement the gains from directionality when multiple BSes are visible in the current sector of the antenna.

Rodriguez et al. study the performance of vehicular clients while transferring data using cellular networks [33]. WiFi, the focus of our work, merits an independent examination. It differs from cellular in many ways, has a much shorter range, and operates in unlicensed spectrum. We find it interesting that even though the cellular technology is expensive and the networks carefully planned, like us, these authors find a challenging radio environment with unpredictable and sharp drops in connection quality.

Fast Handoffs There is a large body of work on minimizing the delay associated with handoffs in wireless networks [31, 2, 34, 39].
This delay can be a major source of disruption in networks that otherwise have good wireless connectivity. Our work instead is focused on improving the basic connectivity itself which is quite challenging even if the handoff delays are minimal.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Our work improves WiFi performance for interactive applications. Using measurements from testbeds in two different cities, we showed that hard handoff methods that are used by WiFi clients today are poorly suited for the vehicular environment. These methods lead to frequent disruptions in connectivity. We also showed that methods that leverage basestation diversity are effective because they mask many disruptions.

We then designed, Wifi, a practical and efficient handoff protocol that exploits opportunistic receptions by nearby BSes to minimize disruptions for clients. The key to its effectiveness is a decentralized probabilistic algorithm that obviates per-packet coordination. Based on a two-month long deployment and trace-driven simulations, we showed that Wifi has close to ideal link-layer performance and significantly improves interactive experience. Our deployed prototype doubled the number of successful TCP transfers and doubled the length of disruption-free VoIP calls compared to a hard handoff protocol.
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